knowledges and the ability to use them properly, as well as the exchange of experience with professional translators including translators of poetry, analyzing and comparing available translations of famous translators.

What can be the conclusion of our experiment? Probably we can state that the personality and the background of a translator is determining for the results of a translation. Professional skills, general knowledge, attitude to the profession and to the work, ability to apply properly knowledges, skills as well as experiences of other professionals – this is only brief list of required translator’s qualities.

And how about the lack or insufficiency of some skills or knowledges? Our experiment shows that some of them can be compensated by professionalism, erudition, love for work you do and respect to the material you work with.
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EXPLORING THE LANGUAGE OF POETRY
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Summary
În acest articol autorii oferă metode de predare din perspectiva înțelegerei textului literar și poeziei. Limbajul poetic contribuie la insusirea gramaticii, semanticii, foneticii și la dezvoltarea imaginației în limba engleză. Primul palier al unei posibile chei de lectură impune operarea unor distincții terminologice, în completarea cărora clasificarea formelor poeziei reflectă ipostazele variate ale alcătuirii acestor poeme.
Poetry is often regarded as a mystery, and in some respects it is one. No one is quite sure where poetry comes from, no one is quite sure exactly what it is, and no one knows, really, how anyone is able to write it.

The Greeks thought, or at least said, that it came from the Muse, but in our time no one has been able to find her. The unconscious has been offered as a substitute, but that, too, is hard to locate. How anyone is able to write it is explained in this way: the poet is a genius who receives inspiration.

One way to get a little more clarity on the subject was suggested to me by a remark of Paul Valéry’s. Thinking about what could be expressed in poetry but not elsewhere, he said that poetry was a separate language or, more specifically, a “language within a language.” There would be, in that case, the ordinary language for Valéry French, for us English and, somehow existing inside its boundaries, another: “the language of poetry”. Valéry let it go at that; he went on to talk about other things. I thought it worth taking literally and seeing where it might lead; I thought it might explain something important about how poems are written and how they can be read [1]. According to this idea, a poet could be described as someone who writes in the language of poetry. Talent is required for doing it well, but there are things that can help this talent to appear and to have an effect for example, you have to learn this particular language, which you do by reading it and writing it. The language itself helps to explain inspiration, which is always, at a certain point in its development, the appearance of some phrase or sentence or other in the poetic language. You may be moved by the West Wind, but until the words come to you, “O wild West Wind”, the inspiration is still in an early, pre-verbal phase. Once “wild West Wind” is there, it leads to more of this oddly useful language; once the tone, the channel, the language level is found, the poem can take off in a more purely verbal way [3, p. 87].
A poet learns the language of poetry, works in it, is always being inspired by it. It’s a language that it gives pleasure to use. I don’t remember clearly that time in my childhood when to speak was an adventure, but I’ve seen it in other children; and I do remember the first year I spent in France, when to speak the French language gave me the same kind of nervous sense of possibility, ambition, and excitement that writing poetry has always done.

If we take the idea of a poetic language seriously, it can be defined first as a language in which the sound of the words is raised to an importance equal to that of their meaning, and also equal to the importance of grammar.

The ESL classroom is finally 'ready' to 'bite in' into the fruit of poetry. In recent years, there has been an uneasy relationship between language and literature. Literature, in particular poetry, was not considered appropriate material for second language learning. The structuralist approach, for example, focused on the acquisition of grammatical structures while the more utilitarian communicative approach aimed at a functional command of the language so that students would be able to use the four skills of language in a variety of situations requiring English. In language classrooms adopting these approaches, literature only featured through the use of simplified readers.

Present-day English language syllabuses reflect the changed swing of the language teaching pendulum by advocating the infusion of literary elements in the programme. Novels, short stories, fables, poems and plays are to be used for language teaching, as a literary experience is also a language experience [3, p. 65]. The advantages of using literature in a language programme are explained by Willmot: Literature demonstrates language at work… it also helps the pupils and stimulates linguistic responses of various kinds. English teachers not only present literature, they also exploit it, because it can generate language as well as exemplify it [6, p. 57].
Poetry, like the other genres, therefore, serves not only as a model of language but as a springboard for teaching the skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. In dealing with poetry, students engage in both the receiving and the expressing aspects of language. The receptive process involves the skills students use to assign meaning to what is read or heard while the productive process involves expressing ideas or feelings which are evoked in response to poetry. Poetry, therefore, can serve as a catalyst in developing language skills. One of the reasons poetry is an effective language teaching resource is because it establishes patterns through rhyme, rhythm, line length and sentence structure. This repetition enables students to pick up language patterns such as structure and speech rhythms. The repetition of lines, for example, provides language practice without the accompanying boredom of a drill. Chain poems like "In A Dark, Dark Wood" can be used to teach the simple present tense form and the use of prepositions. Structures are also repeated and new phrases gradually introduced in accumulative poems like "There Was An Old Woman Who Swallowed A Fly" and "This Is The House That Jack Built"[1, p. 28].

Further, constant exposure to poetry comprehension students to the use of words as poems often convey their messages through unusual and interesting ways.

In devising language teaching activities using poetry it is useful to bear in mind the following guidelines. There should be ample scope for student participation. Paired activities and groupwork have the advantage of allowing students to express their views and exchange ideas in a non-threatening atmosphere. Further, the activities should be within the capabilities of the students and be varied enough so as to appeal to their interests. Finally, the aim of these strategies in the language classroom is to give practice in the use of language – students should be involved in listening, reading, speaking or writing.
The warming-up stage is useful as it helps to make students more receptive to the poem. Maley and Duff suggest six possible channels for establishing a mental set which will facilitate access to the poem. These are 'through pictures, through the personal reactions of students, their memories, through recordings, through texts, through drama and role-play and through writing.' In preparing students for Kitching's 'T.V. News', for example, students can be shown a picture of a scene during a battle and asked to describe their reactions to it. A tape-recording of the sounds during a battle, a newspaper report of a similar incident as well as students' recollections of the reactions of others while viewing or listening to a report of news from the battlefront can serve as springboards for discussion which will prepare them for the poem. The teacher can devise a brief series of questions to help focus thinking on the stimuli presented [4, p. 58]. The student can encounter the poem by either listening to an oral reading or recitation of the poem or by reading it himself. The first reading is important. If it is carried out effectively so that meaning is conveyed by tone and inflexion, explanation will become redundant and this initial encounter with the poem will be memorable for the student. It is therefore suggested that the teacher carry out the first oral reading of the poem having thought about it and perhaps practised her reading before presenting it to the class. In this shared reading with the students the class 'stays together' creating a common experience which may later be used as a basis for discussion. By allowing students to listen to a poem we help them develop what T.S. Eliot called the 'auditory imagination'. The patterns of words, the rhymes and the rhythms bring meaning to what is heard and allow the student to not only think about the poem but to feel it. When a student reads a poem, the form it takes on the printed page can determine meaning. The ways in which the poet places the words become significant. Words can be used to stop the eye and to move it along back and forth. A clear example of form reinforcing meaning is the 'shape poem' where the shape of the poem reflects its
subject matter. Allowing the student to read the poem on his own enables him to draw from his own experiences so that the poem means something to him personally. This personal response to text may lead to an appreciation of the poem.

Various strategies can also be employed to sustain the reading and exploration of a poem. Re-reading a poem is the simplest of strategies, but it too can help deepen appreciation. As Walter de La Mare explains 'At every reading of a poem, though it may have been familiar from early childhood, some hitherto hidden delicacy of rhythm or intonation may be revealed.' [3, p.69] Another strategy which is part of the teacher's stock-in-trade is the use of questions. The elements of the poem as presented in the conceptual map may form the basis of questions. Benton and Fox suggest using questions of an open, general nature. A variety of questions requiring inferencing, analysis or comparison should be asked. However after 'dissecting' the poem, it is essential for the poem to be re-read as a whole so that the students' last impression is not that of dissected fragments. For features such as rhythm, rhyme, alliteration and assonance to come alive the students should read aloud the poem. In reading aloud poems individually or in chorus, students may be trained to read with expression using pitch, pace, volume and pause [5, p. 46]. The teacher can even orchestrate a choral reading using different 'sets' of voices – light, clear voices, medium voices and deeper voices. However, the teacher has to work out beforehand exactly how he wants the poem read. Otherwise what may result will be a ragged mumble! Strategies may include helping students see how ideas fit together in a poem. This could include jigsaw reading or listening exercises using the different stanzas or verses; prediction exercises or even doze exercises. 'Wrong' words could be included in a version of the poem and students can decide which they are and propose alternatives.

Finally, to help students come to grips with the language students can explore the connotations and associations of words, for
example, 'Which do you think are the 'happy' words in the poem?' or 'List all the words related to the sea in the poem.' Again, the questions pertaining to style listed in the diagram can help the teacher adopt strategies in dealing with the language of the poem [6, p. 231].

At the follow-up stage, the aim of the activities is to enable the students to draw more from the poem. This can be done by extending the theme or relating it to their own experiences. One of the simplest follow-up strategies is for the student to compile his own anthology of poems. This could be based on themes which would interest him - for example war, growing up, nature. Further, getting students to memorise a poem gives them a permanent possession. Hall quotes Brierley as saying that it is 'an important source of enrichment and satisfaction' [2, p. 145]. Students could select a favourite poem from the anthologies they have compiled and commit it to memory. They can then re-experience their pleasure with the poems without having to turn to a poetry book or a teacher.

Poems can also be presented through mime and role play. Visuals and music can be incorporated and poems can be 'performed' before the class, at assemblies or in concerts. Art work can also be included at this stage. As students draw and paint characters or scenes from a poem, they are compelled to keep returning to it to check details such as dress or appearance. Some narrative poems are so full of interesting characters and incidents that they lend themselves to collage work and large scale wall friezes. However, the novelty of such strategies remains only if it is not a regular, often repeated feature. Creative writing activities arising from the poem offer many opportunities for genuine student interaction as students discuss ideas, draft and edit materials. As the students become involved in the writing task, they begin to understand better the ideas and language of the poem. Writing activities could include rewriting the poem from a different point of view. A comic strip could be produced based on the poem. The poem could be used as a starting
point for a story or an essay. Students could also create their own poems based on the form taught. Haikus, rhyming couplets, limericks, shape poems could be written by students. The pieces of writing produced by students together with the products of other activities should be displayed and shared. What must always be maintained through all these activities is a sense of enjoyment. Only then will these strategies serve to develop an appreciation of poetry [2, p. 37].

Finally, it is worth noting that poetry appeals to the senses. Like a piece of music it can conjure up many associations. Long after a drill or a reading passage has been forgotten, a poem will be remembered. Its peculiar use of language enables it to be easily remembered especially if it is associated with pleasant, happy memories. We sometimes remember poems because of the way it was read to us and the pleasure which lit our teacher's face was transmitted to us. For students to enjoy using poetry, the teacher has to enjoy it - poetry is not only taught but 'caught'.
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